LISA MRD/PRD AMENDMENTS
I.

ADDITIONAL LISA MRDS

Some areas covered in the MRD will adhere to the direction stated
but will be subject to change until detailed, separate MRDs are
prepared for each one. These areas, and the target completion
date for each, are as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
II.

USER INTERFACE
SOFTWARE THEFT PROTECTION
USER SET-UP AND CUSTOMIZING
TERMINAL EMULATION
VISICABINET
WORD PROCESSOR
GRAPHICS EDITOR
PERSONAL APPLICATIONS
MASS STORAGE PERIPHERALS
PRINTERS
NETWORKING AND ELECTRONIC MAIL
DIAGNOSTICS/TESTING
BUSINESS GRAPHICS
INTRODUCTORY INTERACTIVE MANUAL
'OEM PRODUCTS (DEVELOPMENT TOOLS)

May 31, 1980
May 31, 1980
June 30, 1980
June 30, 1980
June 30, 1980
June 30, 1980
June 30, 1980
June 30, 1980
June 30, 1980
June 30, 1980
July 31, 1980
July 31, 1980
July 31, 1980
August 31, 1980
August 31, 1980

HARDWARE ENGINEERING AMENDMENTS

1. Both Alps and Keyboard Co. (bucket) keyswitches will be
pursued as potential options at introduction. Other keyboard
technologies will be investigated in parallel but may not be
available at introduction. If a better alternative does turn up,
it could be made available within a few months of introduction,
either as a standard keyboard or as an option. Although the
keyboard layout is nearly final, it has not frozen since it is
not yet on the critical path. One remaining potential variation
is the possible removal of the cursor cluster from the layout.
2. Engineering is concerned that the current cost objectives may
not be feasible.
3. Although there is no requirement to have the Problem Analysis
Guide (PAG) stowed within LISA, Engineering will continue to
pursue methods by which the PAG may be attached to the main unit.

4. The current display has a refresh rate of 59.2 Hz, which
violates the requirement of being within 1% of 60 Hz.
Engineering will arrange for a side-by-side demonstration of the
59.2 Hz display against an identical 60 Hz display to see if the
59.2 version meets the product's requirement.

III.

SOFTWARE ENGINEERING AMENDMENTS

I.' It is too early to tell Whether or not it will be possible to
provide the level of integration and software sophistication
desired on a 128K LISA. Future MRDs and performance analyses
will resolve this issue.

2. Visicalc capabilities will be either built-into the File
Cabinet to create the ''VISICABINET'' concept, or created as a
separate product. This concern will be resolved in the
VISICABINET MRD.
3. Implementation details of the user interface may have a
significant impact on performance and product schedules •. These
details will be resolved by May 1, 1980.
4. The degree of integration of the various software· modules has
not been determined. Final resolution will involve basic
capability/performance tradeoffs.

IV.

INTRODUCTION TARGET DATES

The LISA system will be available for first shipments (i.e.,
introduction) by March 23, 1981, the date of the National
Computer Conference Office Automation Show in Atlanta.
Peripherals and software will be available as noted in the
Product Line Timetable, with the following exceptions:
1. The File Cabinet, without Visicalc capabilities, is
targeted for first shipments on June 30, 1981.
2. Visicalc capabilities are a sufficient unknown that no
goal has as yet been set.
3. The Asynchronous Terminal Emulator capability will have
a goal of first shipments within 6 months of introduction.
4. As part of the Applenet introduction (6 months after
LISA introduction), additional software will be required to
allow for sharing disks and printers (i.e., file and printer
servers). These are scheduled for shipment simultaneously
with Applenet.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

There is a major market opportunity to provide the complete,
personal tool for dramatically improving the productivity of
the typical office occupant (secretary or manager).
Apple hopes to meet this opportunity with a distinctive strategy consisting
of the following key elements:
MAJOR MARKET SEGMENT -- The non-technical office occupant (5 million
secretaries and 10 million managers). Secondary markets are
analytical managers, executives, and small businesses.
PRODUCT -- A combination of enhanced but known technologies that
provide comprehensive capabilities for allowing a non-technical person
to interact with a computer. While LISA is above all an outstanding
general purpose microcomputer, it is targeted as a software solution
to the routine, daily tasks in the office. Key features are extensive
use of graphics (black on white), an extremely easy to learn user
interface, and powerful, integrated tools for managing text and data
information. In addition, LISA must represent a good tool (not
solution) in other markets where Apple lacks the resources to provide
applications software.
PRICING -- Substantially below key competitors; low enough that system
can be justified for one person using just one or two applications:
base price under $5,000 to allow lower organizational levels to make
decision.
MARKETING COMMUNICATIONS -- Aggressive spending to attract customers
and create image of Apple corporate size and reputation; National
media directed at manager, local advertising and promotion directed
more at secretaries; Key concepts are to create positive associations
(like owning a car) and the image of the system as providing job
enrichment, improved productivity, and fun.
DISTRIBUTION -- Key OEMs and captive key account salesmen for Fortune
1500 (the "call-on" trade); Professional Systems Dealers and showrooms
for medium sized companies; Retail stores for small businesses (the
"walk-in" trade).
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PROJECT IDENTIFICATION

LISA is an integrated, stand-alone, single-user microcomputer system
product line.
Th~

original source documents for the LISA project are "LISA Proposal Ill"
(Steve Jobs, O~tober 18, 1978) and "Review of LISA Objectives" (Ken
Rothmuller, Document WD 79-17, February 13, 1979). The primary lab project
at present is E16; additional project numbers are assigned for. Applenet
(E66) and various software projects (E108 through El12).
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PRODUCT CONTRIBUTIONS

The primary objective of LISA is to provide the cornerstone around which we
can build Apple Computer into a $500 million dollar per year company. In
order to do this, the product must allow us to make a unique contribution
to a large segment of the small computer marketplace. Therefore, LISA
should:
1. Become as vital and taken for granted in the office of the 1980's
as the IBM Selectric typewriter was in the 1970's. LISA will achieve
the same image of professionalism and quality and become the heart of
the modern office.
2. Solve the common, routine, everyday information processing
problems that are ,found in the same offices where IBM Selectric
typewriters are currently found.
3. Make significant strides towards allowing users to solve their
individual business problems without the need of conventional
programming languages.
4. Augment or replace a majority of today . . s conventional office tools
(e.g., Selectric, terminal, calculator, copier, file, inter-office
mail system, calendar, etc.).
5. Portray a friendlier "personality" and "disposition" than ordinary
computers to allow first-time users to develop the same emotional
attachment with their system that they have with their car or their
stereo.
6. Represent a new generation in the Apple family -- a new computer
system architecture with a long lifetime and the capability through
cost reductions to ultimately address many market segments including
the consumer market.
7. Provide Apple with the maximum opportunity to "add value"-- by
allowing Apple to capture the market for LISA memory, disks, displays,
and other subsystems (including software to some extent). This fact
allows Apple to exploit opportunities in manufacturing (e.g., disks,
keyboards, modems, etc.).
8. Achieve unit sales of 3,000, 12,000, 14,000, and 16,000 units in
the first four, six-month increments after introduction.
9. Become Apple's first product line to generate at least one billion
dollars in company revenue.
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RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER APPLE PRODUCTS

LISA and Apple III compare roughly as follows:
APPLE III

LISA

o Portable

o Integrated

o ·'Microcompu tertI

o "Office System"

o Limited, attached

o Detachable, flexible typing
keyboard

k~yboard

o 8-bit 6502

o 16-bit 68000

o Color and text mode--

o Bit-mapped black on white

o Evolutionary

o Revolutionary

o One year head start

o More time to do it right

LISA is a new generation of products, whereas Apple III is largely a
derivative from Apple II. In the long run LISA will provide better
opportunities for cost reduction, enhancement, product line variation,
system flexibility, and a superior development environment.
There are two important concepts having to do with the relationship between
Apple III and LISA. These concepts' are illustrated in Figures One and Two
below.

4.1

THE ROAD TO THE OFFICE OF THE FUTURE

Figure One illustrates "the road to the office of the future." Apple II,
thanks to products like Visicalc, Apple Writer, The Controller, Nestar
Model A, and others, has helped us get an education about the office and
business uses of personal computers. In addition, the product's appearance
and our solid advertising has helped to build our image as a supplier of
office equipment.
But as an office system, the Apple II is running out of gas. So along
comes Apple III with lots of fuel-- 80 x 24 display, lower case keyboard,
word processing software, extended Visicalc, and higher performance. So
Apple II wisely takes a detour and heads for other markets, such as
educational and hobby computing. And off heads Apple III for the office of
the future.
Apple III makes serious progress, but ultimately falls short. The system
has a "microcomputer" image. It's not integrated. The human interface is
acceptable but not excellent. The 6502 is getting old. The keyboard is
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not optimized for typing. Nevertheless, Apple IiI gets onto the market
early, racks up some sales, helps us build new distribution channels, and
gives us another year of market experience selling and supporting office
customers.
I

Along comes LISA. For awhile, they coexist in the office, but eventually
LISA has the strength to keep going and Apple III takes a side street to
markets where it is relatively stronger-- such as scientific, industrial,
and analytical professional. If Apple III has done its job right, it is a
portable desktop system backed with a superb library of analytical,
problem-solving software. And, selling to an intelligent, analytical,
somewhat technical audience, Apple III keeps going strong. Meanwhile, LISA
heads for the office of the future!
4.2

ATTACKING FROM BOTH ENDS

Which brings us to Figure Two. If you look at all customers on a scale
measuring sophistication, Apple Ill's best strategy is to evolve the
existing customer base from the top-- aiming at the largest available
technical and analytical audiences, and expanding downwards. Apple III
should focus on software tools that help sophisticated people make
important ANALYTICAL DECISIONS.
LISA's approach is the opposite-- going hard after the problems of the
non-technical, non-analytical, unsophisticated clerical or so-retarial
person. LISA's initial focus is on improving productivity in ROUTINE
tasks. LISA will then expand on this from the bottom up and go after the
most potentially lucrative part of the office system market-- middle
managers. LISA will attack his major problem-- getting the INFORMATION to
make decisions. Networking and a sophisticated data base system will do
the job. It will probably be 1982 before LISA can go after the analytical
decisions as well.
The result is two products that can survive SYNERGISTICALLY! The OBVIOUS
strategy is to FOCUS Apple III software resources on analytical problem
solving and focus LISA on the more mundane routine tasks and heavier
information processing applications. Then, after creating a product for
one system, we can evaluate the merits of adapting it to the other. For
example, LISA can use financial and statistical algorithms written in
Pascal for Apple III. Meanwhile, LISA can ponder the unsolved problem of
how to replace the Rolodex and the Day timer, and pass the answers back to
Apple III. This is the only approach that will allow Apple to manage its
new product growth in any reasonable fashion.
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MAJOR MARKET OPPORTUNITIES

The major LISA market opportunities can be divided into two major classes:
1.

General office processing

2.

Small business accounting and data processing

During the first year, general office use will dominate sales with a 90%
share. By 1983, the accounting segment share will rise to 25%. ,Overall
sales trends are shown in Table One and graphically illustrated in' Figures
Three and Four.
5.1

THE OFFICE

In 1979, U~S. businesses spent $800 billion on office operations. Of this
amount, $200 billion was for "indirect" costs including support, space,
materials, and equipment. The major cost, accounting for $600 billion, is
the direct cost of compensation and fringe benefits for employees.
Industry analysts expect that unless major new technologies move into the
office, these direct costs will rise to $1.5 trillion by 1990.
Each year U.S. businesses create 72 billion documents. One large firm
studied its paper flow and found that 75% of all correspondence in the firm
was internal; that an average of 19 copies were made of each piece of
internal correspondence; that these copies were physically distributed
throughout the firm; and that less than 5% were ever looked at again.
Industry analysts consider these findings typical, and claim that the
potential to reduce paper costs may be the greatest long-term application
of office technology. Paper costs have risen 35% during the last three
years, from $3.10 per 1000 sheets to $4.20.
5.1.1

THE OPPORTUNITY

A major opportunity exists to provide a product that can substantially
increase the productivity of the typical office occupants (secretaries and
managers) and yet be personal and inexpensive enough that it can be
dedicated to one employee and purchased at fairly low levels of authority
in the organization. Current office systems are so expensive as to require
office reorganization, sharing, and. ultimately a great deal of thought and
planning on the part of the customer. This has resulted in the major
suppliers (IBM, XEROX, WANG, etc.) providing several months of sales
support and "free consulting" prior to the sale, usually resulting in the
purchase of an "integrated office system" costing in excess of $50,000.
Apple's opportunity is to provide a personal 'solution with an integrated
set of tools that will improve one person's productivity enough to justify
the purchase of the system. If Apple can succeed in "planting an Apple
seed" in an organization, over time it may be possible to grow an entire
orchard. This approach will set us apart from the major suppliers who will
be attempting to sell a much more expensive alternative all at once to
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BOOKKEEPERS

higher levels of management in the firm. In addition, an ev~n greater
relative edge will be available to Apple in medium sized companies
($2,000,000 to $100,000,000 in annual sales) that do not get as much
attention from IBM et al. and are more price conscious.
5.1.2

CUSTOMER PROFILE

The Fortune 1500 are roughly those firms that are over $100 million in
annual sales, while medium sized firms range in size from $2 million to
$100 million in annual sales. Small firms here are those under $2 million
in annual sales that are buying the system primarily for its general office
information processing capability. The last group consists of law firms
and other professional groups (accounting firms, consulting firms, etc.).
Initially the overall mix of users in the office market will be slanted
more heavily towards secretaries, but since their primary function is to
improve the productivity of the manager, both need to be considered. For
our purposes, we must assume that our typical user is a first-time user who
will over a period of three , months become an efficient operator.
SECRETARIES spend a typical day as follows: 2 hours typing, 1 hour on the
phone or arranging travel, I hour copying and distributing information, 30
minutes scheduling meetings, 1 hour proofreading, and the remainder on
miscellaneous projects. Most of this activity centers around the
information sought or generated by the secretary's manager.
MANAGERS activities vary according to the field or department, but include
reading through an in basket, phone,calls, supervising and tracking
projects, calling and attending meetings, preparing budgets, forecasts, and
financial models, and writing memos and letters.
EXECUTIVES spend more time filtering input from managers and making policy
decisions, but due to their position in the organization, they need access
to a greater variety of information resources than the typical manager.
Also, the executive is likely to feel negatively about the idea of a
"computer terminal and keyboard" in his office.
5.1.3

PRODUCTIVITY GAIN OBJECTIVES

Since office productivity is the key to holding down direct costs
associated with the office, the justification for LISA's purchase will be
based on the perceived productivity gains that it offers. What follows is a
discussion of how LISA will affect various office tasks in the future:
1. Document Preparation -- The major benefits derived from a word
processor come from the reduced time for retrieving and filing
documents, editing, and reformatting text. LISA should provide
productivity gains of up to 100% in a typing pool environment and 50%
in a normal secretarial environment, over the Selectric II typewriter.
For example, if a person spends 2 hours typing a day, a 100%
productivity gain implies it would only take 1 hour per day with LISA.
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A good example is this MRD; LISA should be able to generate the entire
document including tables. figures. and multiple fonts!
2. Calculation -- In general. calculators are used for simple
arithmetic functions. Initially. LISA won't significantly improve the
users productivity over current calcultors. but eventually. it will
make people more productive by 1) making functions available that were
not previously being used. 2) ensuring that they utilize these
functions by assisting them in data entry so that both unfamiliar and
infrequent users can take advantage of the system. The productivity
gain increase should be 100%.
3. Record Keeping/Filing -- Retrieving information that has been
filed can be a very time consuming endeavor. Initially. productivity
gains should be 5% in locating names. addresses. typed documents. and
department records. Later. when Applenet or more disk space is
available, productivity gains should be 20% for securing typed
documents or memos received internally. Finally, when microfilm
becomes available on LISA, the user should realize productivity gains
of 300% when they have access to all documents.
4. Scheduling -- This is divided into planning individual shedules
and arranging meetings. An automated calendar scheduler may not
significantly improve productivity in planning a single schedule, but
it will improve the accuracy and attendance. At present, people spend
large amounts time trying to schedule meetings. Combined with
networking, the scheduler in LISA should improve their productivity by
300% (for large meetings up to 900%).
5. Phone Activity -- The time spent trying to reach someone on the
phone can be reduced by LISA's ability to look up numbers, dial
quickly, and retry until the party answers. The productivity gains
are 10%.
6. Distribution -- With the advent of Applenet, the necessity of
copying documents and distributing them will be greatly reduced. In
addition. connecting an intelligent copier to LISA will provide the
ability to make multiple copies without intervention. Therefore the
improvements in productivity should be 400% •
.7."" Communication -- The use of graphics to provide a visual
r¢presentation of a complex idea or thought will greatly improve
communications. This increase in productivity of communicating is
immeasurable. Distribution of information either locally or
nationwide should be greatly improved with the use of LISA. Using
LISA to send information via TWX. TELEX, facsimile. or other methods
should permit productivity gains of 100%.
8. Information Processing and Reporting -- The system should allow a
non-computer oriented person the ability to create forms for input of
new data and provide reports with a minimal amount of effort. The
time necessary for creating and generating reports should be
signifigantly lower than it is today. In addition to quickly getting
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information that wasn't previously available, the user will be able to
instantly and automatically convert this information into a graphic
format, which will make the review of such information easier and more
informative. The productivity gain is limitless, because better, more
accurate, and more timely information provides' a setting for better
decision ~king.
9. Work Quality -- LISA will permit different output options that are
of higher quality than is ,currently available on microcmputers. A
variety of fonts, icons, and graphics should allow the user to create
reports, memos, or other output that is easier and more pleasing to
read than is currently available.
10. Analysis -- The ability to have
to easily and quickly ask "what if?"
users decision making capabilities.
provide a reliable resource for such
immeasurably more productive.
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a computer that permits the user
questions greatly improves the
A dedicated LISA will instantly
questions and make the user

5.2

ACCOUNTING/ SMALL BUSINESSES

Very small businesses are treated as a separate market segment from the
office segment. since the primary function is accounting. Our market
segment consis,ts of firms that cannot afford to spend $20,000 for a true
multi-user sys'tem and are looking to spend under $10.000 initially for a
Single-user system. These firms typically have sales under $2 million.
5.2.1

THE OPPORTUNITY

There are a number of reasons why it makes sense to offer LISA to the very
small business market as a DP/Accounting computer system:
1.

Apple already serves the market

2.

Our current distribution is best equipped to sell to the markpt

3. LISA will be the first Apple product to physically LOOK like a
small business system
4. LISA's File Cabinet capabilities will give the small business user
unparalleled flexibility in a low-cost system.
This market is not nearly as large as the general office market and
requires significantly more specialized applications software than we can
expect to introduce for LISA in the next two years. In addition, it is
more attractive long-term if LISA makes its major push into this market
only after the more substantial po~tions of the File Cabinet data base
system becomes available. This will probably not occur until 1982; in the
interim LIS~ can subsist comfortably by using the Pascal version of The
Controller (et al.) developed for the Apple III.
LISA's long-term opportunity in this market is to provide substantially
more flexibility and integration of functions than systems that may be less
expensive. For this reason, LISA will be targeted at markets where WP and
DP applicati~ns overlap significantly, and where the File Cabinet can add
significantly through customization.
5.2.2

CUSTOMER PROFILE

The primary segments envisioned are law offices/CPAs/consultants (client
billing), and retailers/wholesalers (inventory/billing). We will also need
a general accounting system; in all likelihood it will be two years before
all of these needs are a~dressed. The primary operator of the system is
the owner of the business; along with a bookkeeper or secretary. These
people are also first-time users.
The full generality of a multi-user distributed processing environment is
not needed. What is needed is the ability of two or more users to share
access to a file on the hard disk (through a dedicated file server or
LISA). Multiple writers would share a file in a multiplexed
"one-at-a-time" mode (Nestar has already demonstrated this feature with the
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Model A). The
systems. can be
minimal return
envisioned can

important concept here is that true distributed processing
very complex and solving "all" the problems will have only a
on our investment and efforts. The typical applications
be satisfied by a very simple transaction processing model.
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6
6.1

FUNCTIONAL OBJECTIVES
PRODUCT LIFE

LISA will have. a software product life of at least ten years and hardware
life cycles of: at least three years; to do this the product must not only
be highly marketable but must lend itself to future cost reductions and be
as manufacturable. as possible.
6.2

PRICE OBJECTIVES

It is extremely important that LISA be introduced at an end-user price
under $5,000. In order to achieve this, total material costs at
introduction cannot exceed $1,060 and fully burdened manufacturing cost
cannot exceed $1230. The longer term objective is to realize an average
annual decline in material costs of 15%, leading to a 1984 materials cost
of under $650. This will allow an end-user price of under $3,000.
Low price is extremely important for LISA due to Apple's image and methods
of distribution. In add~tion, the combination of price and productivity
improvements will allow LISA to provide at least twice the return on
investment of the office tools that it replaces or augments.
6.3

APPEARANCE

LISA's styling will be highly seductive and will be optimized to appear
comfortable in a typical office setting. Color and styling concepts (the
Apple "look") will be used to fit easily within modern office decor. The
system will appear to be noticeably smaller and more compact than
competitive units (e.g., Lanier No Problem Typewriter and CPT Word
Processor). The system will convey the image of high reliability,
durability, and quality.
6.4

PACKAGING

The physical package will adhere to the basic principle that "simplicity is
elegance." LISA will have display and mass removable storage built-in.
The system will not make any noise at all when sitting idle with the power
on, or require a cooling fan (see section 6.5).
LISA will weigh 45 pounds or less. In addition, it will be possible for a
typical user to easily disconnect the various modules of the system
(keyboard, core electronics, power supply, disk drives, or remaining shell)
without danger of electrocution, and move these separately. The keyboard
will be detached from the main unit and be provided with a simple, coiled
cable that is as easy to disconnect as a modular telephone jack. This
cable will comfortably stretch to a usable length of four to six feet.
LISA will fit on a standard typing return and not require any special
furniture or environmental conditioning.
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A connection for an external monitor (Apple supplied-high bandwidth) will
be provided on the rear panel of LISA, as well as a jack for an external
speaker (which will cut-off the internal speaker).
The feasibility of an anti-theft device will be investigated to help
prevent a LISA:from being stolen or removed by an unauthorized person.
6.5

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS

LISAs will be found in typical offices in companies of all sizes (see
sections 4, 5, 6.3, and 6.4).
LISAs must be operable in a wide variety of environments (e.g., temperature
extremes, high dust levels, etc.). The system must be designed to operate
with no special environment preparation (e.g., special power plugs, air
conditioning, etc.). LISA must meet the environmental specifications of
the H-P 85 Personal Computer. LISA will withstand the shock and vibration
parameters of a specified Class B environmental test.
LISA will not have a fan.
temperature environments.
installable fan to provide
environments (greater than

In some cases LISAs will need to operate in high
LISA will provide a Level 1 Service Center
additional cooling in high temperature
100 degrees F. ambient temperature).

The system must be designed to sustain loss of 1 cycle of A.C. power (power
interruption). The system will operate over a wide range of A.C. voltage
fluctuations. The system, must operate from 90 to 110 V.A.C., 100-130
V.A.C., and 200-240 V.A.C. at 50Hz -or 60Hz. The input voltage must be
selectable by the user. An uninterruptable power supply or battery backup
option must be available. It is recommended that an external D.C. voltage
input plug be provided for this purpose.
The system must meet UL, FCC, CSA, DOT, VDE and other appropriate safety
and EMI/RFI regulations.
6.6

DISPLAY

The LISA display must provide a stable, flicker free, and pleasing display
to the user. The display character set must be more attractive than the
average 5 by 7 or 7 by 9 characters that the user is accustomed to seeing.
Due to the graphics nature of the world (as opposed to pure text) the LISA
display must provide for any arbitrary display of graphics information.
This includes the ability to "turn on all the dots" for better simulation
of paper.
The display color shall be similar t'o the color values of a standard black
and white television set. This color requirment is required to meet the
objecti~es of displaying images such as pictures transmitted from facsimile
equipment in a way which 'will appear "natural" or similar to black and
white photographs.
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The refresh rate of the display must provide a flicker free display in
normal room lighting with all "dots" energized. The refresh rate must" be
60 Hz (within 1%). The display must also function in 50 Hz environments
(~efresh rate may still be 60 Hz).
The display size of the first product offering will be a 12 inch diagonal
tube simulating a "half" page as closely as possible. A page is defined as
the typical amount of graphics and text information which may be presented
on an 8.5 inch by 11 inch piece of paper. Within three years LISA must be
available with a "full" page display. This display shall have identical
visual appearence to the "half" page display except for information
density, monitor orientation, and surface area. All LISA software must be
developed with this requirement in mind to make software transition to a
full page display painless.
The display must provide some means of reducing operator distraction due to
glare or reflections from office surroundings. If a screen device is used
it must be removable to allow for cleaning. The normal mode of operation
of the display by software shall be black characters and images on a white
background. The display must ~lso support reasonable operation with white
characters and images on a black background. The system must provide
manual adjustments for screen brightness and contrast. The display must b~
shielded from interference from electromagnetic radiation. A connection
for an external monitor (Apple supplied high-bandwidth) will be provided on
the rear panel of LISA.
Within two years of product introduction a LISA color display option must
be available as a plug-in input/ou.tput board option. This option will be
capable of accessing color bit-map data and interface to large screen
television systems for conference and meeting displays as well as high
quality RGB displays. Screen resolution and color capability must be
competiti--e with the IBM 3279 color display and the Tekronix 4027 color.
The color display option density will be comparable to the Apple III

(SARA).

6.7

SPEAKER

LISA will provide an internal speaker which is capable of providing a
variety of audible tones and voice. The audio output level will be user
selectable.
6.8

KEYBOARD

The keyboard must be detachable and operable four to six feet from the
mainframe. The keyboard must include:
1.

Typewriter kpyboard

2.

Cursor and control keys
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3.

Numeric pad with calculator keys

4.

Soft-key row

Physically the 'typewriter keyboard layou~ will be as similar as possible to
the IBM Electronic 50 typewriter. All keycaps will be sculptured, IBM dish
style shape and be textured for non-glare (see IBM Electronic 50). The
keyboard must have positive ,tactile feedback. The keys will all have
smooth surfaces except possibly the numeralS on the numeric keypad. Key
markings shall be distinct and not cluttered and be similar to the markings
of the IBM Electronic 50 typwriter. The keyboard keys and markings shall
be limited to a maximum of three colors.
The keyboard enclosure will have positive gripping feet to hold position on
formica or metal surfaces. ,The keyboard feet must not leave marks or
deposits on the use surface. The keyboard must provide full protection
from spilled liquids (e.g., coffee, etc.) damaging the keyboard. A plastic
membrane similar to the, IBM 3101 terminal is recommended.
The keyboard cable must be flexible to allow for more than normal bending,
twisting, and wear without breaking. The cable must also not interfere
with moving LISA from one location to another. To meet these goals the
cable will be a coiled cord similar to a standard telephone handset cord.
The "pull" of the cable will not be sufficient to move the keyboard accross
the use surface.
Any other potentially destructive s~ngle keystroke key will be physically
separate from the four main key areas to avoid accidental pressing.
The LISA keyboard design must allow additional keyboard types to be
produced to meet specific application needs or foreign character sets.
This requirement implies the keyboard must be inexpensive and that software
be able to determine the keyboard type that is currently connected to the
LISA.

6.9

POINTING DEVICE

Due to the capabilities and generality of LISA's bit-mapped display, an
easy to use, powerful, and efficient pointing device is required for use
with LISA at introduction. This device is the primary pointing device and
will make it easier for users to position the "cursor" and select targets
on the screen as well as facilitating the use of graphics. The pointing
device will meet or exceed the following performance criteria:
1.

The device must be usable from either side of the keyboard.

2. Homing, or moving a hand from the keyboard to the device to
prepare for use, will take less than .36 seconds.
3.

The device will provide three keys or buttons for specifying
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commands that are used in conjunction with pointing activity.
4. Movement will be possible in both character cell and dot
increments.
5. The device will allow a target to be approached
any angle.

equ~lly

well from

6. The rate of movement provided by the device will approach the
maximum possible for the information processing capabilities of the
eye-hand guidance system.
7. If given 20 trial problems of homing to the device, positioning on
a target, and selecting it (with randomly generated targets averaging
4.23 cm in length and 6.13 cm from the cursor), a tested user will be
able to:
o Average 2.2 sec. positioning time for the first block of 20
trials
o

Average 5% or fewer errors

o Allow an experienced user to select a target that is 16 cm
away in 1.5 seconds
o Achieve a usage learning curve such that after N blocks of 20
trials each, positioning time improves by the formula:
POSe Time

= 2.2N **

(-0.13)

8. The device will interface directly to the main LISA unit (not the
keyboard) and not require an I/O slot.
Considerable research has been conducted by S.R.I., Xerox and others on
advanced pointing devices. Copies of various articles describing this
research are available from Product Marketing.
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6.10

MEMORY

LISA must be able to accomodate a larger amount of main memory than
currently available office products. This is required to support bit-mapped
graphics, to support software with better user interface characteristics,
and to provide :improved performance.
LISA memory capacities can be divided into two time frames based on
advances in semiconductor memory technology. The first LISA product using
16K-bit dynamic RAMs will support a maximum memory size of 256K bytes. The
second LISA offering using 64K-bit dynamic RAMs will support a maximum
memory size of 896K bytes. The minimum memory size will be 128K bytes.
Reliability and data ,integrity are very important to the LISA user.
Several mechanisms will be available to insure the validity of data. in the
various components of the LISA system. In the case of main memory, parity
checking is the minimum acceptable level approach. For the user desiring
better validity checking an optional memory module will be available with
error correction and detection (ECC).
The basic user requirement which must be met is that data not be altered
due to unreported or undetected memory errors. The unreported error rate
must be equal or better than error rates of mainframe computers such as the
DEC VAX or the IBM 4300. The worst impact to the user may be the
restarting of a task and the loss of all data since information was last
written on the disk. This requirement may be met by a combination of
hardware error detection circuitry and error detection software.
The expansion memory will be easily' installable with only a screwdriver
(for removal of back panel only) and will require no setting of switches or
attachment of cables. The system software will be able to determine the
amount of available memory automatically at system power up.
It is assumed that nearly all program development will be done in PASCAL
and that use of a stroriglytyped high level language can reduce the need
for sophisticated memory protection and management hardware. However in
many OEM environments some form of memory protection is needed to help
protect Apple supplied software from terrible programming accidents. This
protection hardware may be very simple; such as a "page protection" scheme
with write protect bits (e.g., a bit per 8K bytes, etc.). The important
point here is that any special hardware in this area should have minimum
impact on cost of goods, board space utilization, etc.
6.11

MASS STORAGE

The integrated disk storage capacity will be greater than 1.0M bytes at a
minimum and 2.0M bytes if possible.
In addition to the integrated disk storage LISA will support larger
capacity Winchester rigid disk storage in the Sm byte to 20m byte storage
range. LISA will support connection of up to four of these drives to one
controller. A low cost rigid disk back up device .(e.g., Video Tape
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Recorder or 3M cartridge) will be provided.
The disk controller interface and the low cost backup device must be
integrated on one I/O module. A high volume, high speed back up device is
essential in the office environment. This data must be backed up
frequently an~ reliably. This is due to the valuable nature of company and
employee (e.g, personal calendars, etc.) data that will be maintaned
on-line.
In the near future 5-1/4 inch Winchester technology will become available
and cost effective. A future LISA model will provide the capability to
replace one of the integrated mini-diskette drvies with a 3m to 5m byte
5-1/4" Winchester drive.
6.12

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

LISA telecommunications capabilities are key to its success in the office
mark--tplace (see section 12). LISA telecommunications facilities fall into
five categories:
1.

Telephone, voice, and modem

2.

RS232 serial interface

3.

Terminal emulation

4.

Facsimile

5.

High speed synchronous communications and high speed modem

The following sections will describe each of these facilities in more
detail.
6.12.1

TELEPHONE, VOICE, & MODEM

LISA will provide a built-in modem for low speed asynchronous
communications. The modem must support auto-answer and auto-dial
(touchtone and pulse dialing). LISA will be supplied with a type approved
DAA for connection to a modular phone jack. The DAA will provide a "T"
connection to allow use of a normal telephone on the same circuit. The
modem will share telephone control and line access with the user's
telephone (e.g., like an extension phone in the home).
The built-in modem's serial electronics will be usable for connection and
operation of RS232C compatable devices whpn the modem is not in use. This
interface will support both asynchronous and synchronous communications.
LISA will provide the ability to digitize voice and to convert digitized
voice back to analog signals. This capability must use a sample rate which
is capable of reproducing telephone quality audio signals. The telephone
handset microphone will be used to provide voice input for digitization.
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The built-in speaker as well as the telephone handset speaker can be used
to "play-back" the reconstructed voice signals (the telephone handset
refers to the user's telephone connected to the DAA "T" connector).
6.12.2

RS232C :INTERFACE

LISA will provide a built-in RS232C serial interface in addition to the
RS232C interface which is shared with the modem~ This interface shall
provide asynchronous communications at standard baud rates up to 19,200
baud. Full handshake capabilities must also be provided.
It is assumed this port can be used by the customer to connect printers
with serial interfaces, acoustic couplers, phototypesetting equipment, and
optical character recognition equipment (also see spctions 12.4, 12.6, and
12.7).
6.12.3

TERMINAL EMULATION

In medium to large companies it will be important for LISA to communicate
with other host computers. This will require a variety of terminal
emulation capabilities. It is important for LISA to be compatible with
these existing systems and not require existing software to be modified to
allow LISA-host communications.
Even in smaller companies LISA systems must interface with a variety of
existing common carrier message services and electronic mail services (see
section 12.6).
The following terminal emulation and communication protocols must be
supported (in priority order):
1.

Digital Equipment's VT100 or VT52 (asynchronous).

2.

TWX & Telex

3.

ITT electronic mail

4.

IBM 3270 (Binary synchrounous)

5.

IBM 3780 (Binary synchrounous)

It is assumed that the Digital VT100 emulation will meet most customer's
asynchronous ASCII terminal requirements.
It is not clear at this time which of several bit-oriented protocols will
become dominant in the next five years. The primary contenders are IBM's
SNA and CCITT's X.25. This type of communications support is not required
until 1983 so there is time to study the alternatives and watch the market.
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6.12.4

FACSIMILE

LISA must provide the ability to transmit to and receive data from digital
facsimile machines such as the Xerox Digital FAX Transceiver. This
communications will be possible through the LISA modem. Marketing will
research the ~urrent facsimile market and vendors to determine the machines
we will support ·(also see section 12.1).
6.12.5

HIGH SPEED MODEM

LISA must provide an optional high speed modem which supports 2400 to 4800
baud, with binary synchronous communications. This modem will be a plug in
board option and have its own approved DAA (see section 12 for various
applications).
6.13

NETWORKING

The use of more than one LISA in a single office environment creates the
need for an inexpensive method of interconnecting LISAs together. The
typical situation leading up to the need of a network will be as follows:
1. A user in a medium to large company will buy a LISA to solve a
particular problem.
2. Other persons in the company will become exposed to LISA, want to
learn more, get real excited, and finally get their own LISA.
3. As more individuals justify LISAs for their own use, they will
want to share data files and possibly communicate with each other.
This will be done by diskette sharing and shuffling and possibly
telecommunications.
4. Company management will become aware of this new herd of equipment
as users request more printing and disk capacity and a method of
sharing these higher cost items. The ---- will really hit the fan at
this point or management will support the use of LISAs fully and will
want to install a local network.
This is not to say that all LISA network systems will be unplanned, ad hoc
installations; some will be very carefully planned. Acceptence of networks
of personalized computers will take time. This is due to the nature of the
office (its basic resistence to change) and the time needed for management
to comprehend the usefulness of the system. The important point of all
this is that the modes of use of the network will typically be very simple
so that cost effectiveness is more important than sophistication.
The LISA local network must provide the following:
1. Easy installation by electricians or building maintanence
personnel for above ceiling installation and by office employees for
surface installation and machine connect and disconnect.
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2. Low cost per workstation connection - less than $50.00 cost of
goods per workstation.
3. Noise immunity from RFI/EMI such as electrical power tools,
typewriters, etc.
repeater~

4.

Minimum length of at least 3000 feet without a

5.

Support for up to 64 workstations on a single network.

6. Average effective data-rate per user greater than 50,000 bytes per
second.
7. Cable must be widely available through normal electrical products
distribution and not cost more than $0.75 retail per foot.
8. Installation methods, cable type, etc. must meet all building
codes and safety regulations (e.g., OSHA, etc.) in the United States.
Within five years the data transfer capacity must be increased to handle
image and voice data broadcast over the network. Capacity must be improved
to 5m to 10M bits per second. This network would probably be much more
sophisticated than the current envisioned Applenet. These ultimate goals
will not effect design decisions today since many variables, which are not
yet well understood, are involved. The focus for our first network product
must be low cost, reliability, noise immunity, and ease of installation. A
possible approach to the higher speed network might be to provide a Xerox
Ethernet compatible network. This network product would be available in
addition to the Applenet.
.
6.14

PRINTERS

LISA must be able to produce a wide range of printed output including
graphic images, high quality text, draft text for editing, camera ready
copy, columnar reports, etc. This variety of printed output requires a
number of output devices with varying speeds, quality, and dot densities.
There a two major classes of printed output; graphics and text.
Text output refers to characters with limited variation on a single page
such as letters, memos, reports, etc. In particular "text" refers to a
. lack of "graphics" or "dot" control. LISA will initially support two types
of "text" printers:
1. High quality impact (e.g., daisy wheel) 30 to 80 characters per
second.
2. High speed draft impact (e.g., matrix or band) 100 to 300 lines
per minute.
Graphics output refers to the requirement-to have arbitrary control over
each "dot" that is printed or the ability to support a number of typestyles
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(fonts) or line drawing.
"graphics" printers:

LISA will initially support two types of

1. Thermal dot matrix with arbitrary dot control (e.g., Silentype or
HP-7310) .0
2. Non-thermal dot matrix with arbitrary dot control (e.g., ink jet
or electrostatic ala Versatec).
In addition to the above four printers in the long-term support for other
printing technologies must be available (see section 12.1, 12.2, and 12.7).

6.15

GPIB INTERFACE CARD

LISA will provide an optional GPIB (or IEEE-488) plug-in interface board.
This interface will support the IEEE-488-1978 interface standard. LISA
will operate as a GPIB Controller and will support a maximum data transfer
rate of 250,000 bytes per second. This rate will support the majority of
GPIB devices currently available The GPIB bus was originally designed to
interface test and measurement equipment. Although this is not a major
market thrust for LISA it is important to the OEMs who could benifit from
application of LISA to GPIB environments. The GPIB interface in recent
years has been gaining momentum as a "standard" interface for printers,
magnetic tape systems, and even some photocomposition and microfilm
equipment.
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6.16

CONFIGURATIONS AND PRIORITIES

The following lists cover, in priority order, system components that will
be provided with LISA.
The following

~tems

must be built into LISA at first release:

1.

Display

2.

Speaker

3.

Keyboard

4.

Pointing device and interface

5.

Integrated disk drives

6.

Modem andDAA

7.

Modem's RS232 (Sync. & Async.)

8.

Second RS232 (Async.)

9.

Voice

10.

External monitor jack

11.

External audio jack

The following peripherals must be available for use with LISA at first .
release:
1.

Letter quality impact printer

2.

5 MB or greater Winchester

3.

Winchester back up device

4.

Thermal printer

5.

High speed impact printer

6.

External minifloppies (Doublemint)

7.

Applenet running internally at Apple

The following peripherals are desired at first release for use with LISA,
and are REQUIRED within six months of introduction at the latest:
1.

Applenet

2.

Lower cost/higher capacity Winchester
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3.

High speed non-thermal dot printer

4.

ECC memory module

The following items are not required for first release.
information regarding when they will be needed.
1.

High speed modem

2.

Color display option

3.

20 MB Winchester

4.

High speed network (Ethernet?)

5.

GPIB interface

6.

External black and white monitor

7.
8.

IEEE floating point processor board
Power supply battery backup
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See Section 13 for

6.17" SYSTEM SOFTWARE
6.17.1

OPERATING SYSTEM

The operating system will be simple and easy to use. There will be only
one way to per~orm any function. Minimum skill level will be required to
document, learn, and use the system, even for OEMs. As this development
task is on the critical path, it is essential to take as few risks as
possible in the implementation strategy.
The system,will provide a simple approach for sharing resources through
Applenet (The Datapoint Attached Resource Computer offers capabilities
similar to those that are required). Public resources should be available
at any time to anyone in the network with mimimum performance overhead for
one system. These resources will be shared by multiplexing and buffering a
resource under the control of a single software program which is fully
cognizant of sharing. (such as a File Server). This scheme will have a
transaction-oriented nature so that, for example, two or three users can
alternatively access and lock a record within a file, update the record,
and unlock it. Private resources will be shared only ,by explicit actions
and mutual cooperation of two humans at two machines.
The system will have a personal orientat"ion: it must support a single user
on a single machine. This single user may be performing multiple functions
(e.g., printing a document, editing another, and waiting for network mail)
thus multitasking must be supported. The operating system will provide
limited security facilities due to this personal nature and the
Public/Private resource concept.
File access and security will be pr"ovided, via a simple mechanism that is
updateable. For files with extreme security requirements, encryption of
file contents or network transmissions will be provided. Encryption can
add overhead which may not be justified in many cases; these situations are
satisfied by the file access system. It is recommended that an algorithm
similar to the NBS system be used for encryption.
Additional requirements are: minimal development, maintenance, and
documentation time and costs; uniform device-independent I/O interface;
non-structured byte-stream" files; hierarchical directory structure;
removable private file systems; asynchronous interrupt handling; capability
for handling dynamic storage allocation and cleanup; on-line floppy and
public hard disk backup programs; and process to process communications.
All major applications will be capable of coexisting with the operating
system and display memory on a l28K system. Notwithstanding the above, the
operating system should be as compatible as possible with the Apple III
operating system (a potential subset) and match industry standardization
trends (i.e., UNIX).
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6.17.2

SOFTWARE THEFT PROTECTION

The ability to protect software products (and ensure their profitability)
from illicit copying or distribution is an essential and EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT req~irement of LISA software. This is a complex issue which
requires immediate engineering attention and planning.
6.17.2

DEVELOPMENT TOOLS

Externally to Apple the LISA development tools will be an important tool
for the OEM and the very sophisticated user. The following tools are
required:
1. PASCAL compiler - a full PASCAL generating relocatable Motorola
68000 code modules.
2. Linker - create executable object modules from PASCAL relocatable
modules.
3.

Library - manage collections of relocatable modules.

4. Symbolic Debugger - provide debugging capabilities including the
ability to reference memory locations by their symbolic names used at
compile time.
5. Text Editor - provide a compatable editing enviroment with the
Word Processor which allows easy editing of PASCAL source code.
6.

COBOL compiler - (not required at introduction).

The PASCAL compiler should support Apple standard PASCAL. In addition
independent compilation with full type checking must be supported. It
would be advantageous to also support the UCSD extensions (e.g., strings,
etc.).
The Linker and Library subsystems should be compatible with both assembler
and PASCAL code (e.g., module formats, etc.). The object module format
should also provide the necessary tables for use by the Symbolic Debugger.
It is assumed the LISA Word Processing text editor may be used for program
preparation. If this is not possible another editor may be supplied,
however, this editor must be a proper subset of the WP editor in that
similar editing functions must be performed by identical keystrokes.
It must be easy to add user and OEM generated applications programs to the
LISA Business Assistant shell. To meet this goal the LISA Busine~
Assistant shell must be very modular and supplied with good interface
documentation and library routines to ease the integration process.
These development tools must be available within 6 months of first
shipments.
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6.18

APPLICATIONS SOFTWARE

6.18.1
1.

OBJECTIVES
SELL

~YSTEMS

(HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE)

The primary objective for applications software is to help sell as
many SYSTEMS as possible (hardware AND software) and make as much
profit as possible (hardware AND software). Doing this will require
both Apple software and outside software as discussed below.
2.

FOCUS 1980 APPLE RESOURCES ON INTEGRATED, HIGH-LEVEL "TOOLS"

Apple-managed software resources will provide a highly integrated,
long-life, supportable, enhanceable set of products that will allow
for significant and continued penetration of the major target market
segment (the Office). The "Business Assistant", described below
(Section 6.18.2) is the k-y to this approach. Initially it should put
information processing power into the hands of the typical clerical
worker. Ultimately, it should replace most of the need for
conventional programming languages. These capabilities will allow
Apple to build a strong and unique reputation in the office market
segment.
3.

PROVIDE A SIMPLE, POWERFUL, UNIFORM USER INTERFACE

LISA must be fun to use. It will not be a system that is used by
someone "because it is part of the job" or "because the boss told them
to." For this reason, s,peciai' attention must be paid to the
friendliness
of the user interaction and the subtleties that make
1
using LISA rewarding and job enriching.
LISA will be designed to require extremely minimal user training and
"handholding". The system will provide one standard method of
interacting with a user in handling text, numbers, and graphics.
Pointing devices, menu selection methods, and interaction with the
screen will be used in standard .ways across all applications. Command
options presented to'the user will be as.intuitive and
self-explanatory as possible.
The system will, adhere to the concept of "gradual learning", since
each user will start off as naive and inexperienced and become a
relative "expert" within three months. A user must be able to do some
important tasks easily and with minimal instruction or preparation
(For example, it will be possible to create a business memo or letter
with only 15 minutes of instruction, or create their first input form
or report after just 'a few hours). The more sophisticated features
will be unobtrusive until they are needed.
Errors will be handled consistently in as friendly a manner as
possible, and the user will be protected from obvious errors (such as
incorrect keystroke sequences and removal of diskettes at
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inappropriate times). A generalized on-line "HELP" fAcility is not
required (although this capability may be attractive as a future
release option that utilizes a hard disk drive). The long-term goal
is to provide state-of-the-art "interactive manuals" that can provide
on-line instuction for LISA's software.
LISA will be easily activated with the touch of one switch (i.e., no
additional initialization steps will be necessary to start an
application). A "Set-Up" program will allow the user to customize
several system attributes in order to "personalize" interaction with
the system. This feature might cover features such as scrolling,
cursor appearance, keyclick, margin bell, error handling, audio
signals, display trimmings, user passwords, and so on. This
capability will be as extensive as possible in order to make the
system uniquely personal for the user without interfering with the
interface standards noted above. A hard key should be provided that
allows a user to put whatever he/she is doing on "hold" in order to
answer the phone, look up an address, or respond to an asynchronous
interrupt (time for a meeting, mail received on the network, etc.).
4.

THINK DOTS!

With a totally bit-mapped display system, LISA has an excellent
opportunity to add function, flexibility, and greatly improve the
traditional computer's human interface. We anticipate that the
integral use of graphics will be a MAJOR reason why LISA is chosen by
the customer over other machines.
The use of graphics will ultimately include business graphics; a
graphics editor; facsimile input and output; multiple character fonts
(including scientific symbols and the greek alphabet); proportional
spacing; shrunken or enlarged views of forms, reports, and documents;
LOGO generation; and customized cursors.
In addition, the use of graphics in general user interaction will set
LISA apart from its competitors and will go a long way toward making
the system friendly, easy and enjoyable to use. "Intuitive icons" can
be designed to indicate certain messages to the user ("A picture is
worth a thousand words"). A picture of a clock could indicate that it
is time for your next meeting, or a drawing of a Western Union man
could indicate that you have been sent a message by someone ,on the
network. Different cursors can indicate different activities.
5.

USE OUTSIDE RESOURCES TO SELL HARDWARE

Although we would like tn, we can't expect to immediately manage the
development of a broad variety of excellent solutions for a broad
variety of market segments. Therefore, in order to sell more systems,
outside software development will be encouraged to help us sell
hardware into those market segments that are not the major target.
Included in this category are education, scientific, and industrial
markets.
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These additional products will provide customers with added value and
capability even though the software is not as long-life, integrated,
or supported as Apple managed and developed software. In some cases,
this category of software may provide LISA with market segment
experience and interim sales until Apple has sufficient management and
development resources to mount a major attack on the market segment.
6.

DESIGN APPLICATIONS TO WORK WITH A STANDARD 128KB LISA

All applications developed by Apple will work with the minimum
hardware configuration of 128K bytes of RAM and two minifloppy disk
drives. Additional RAJI memory will not be required except for
increased performance. Additional mass storage will not be required
except for handling larger data files (or for some networking
applications involving access ,to a file server).
6.18.2

OVERVIEW OF THE BUSINESS ASSISTANT

The Business Assistant is a software package for LISA providing an
extensive set of simple, but powerful business tools capable of
dramatically increasing managerial and clerical productivity in the office.
It provides subsystems for word processing, data base management, forms
creation, report generation, and graphics, as well as several smaller
"personal" office applications such as keeping appointments and handling
electronic mail.
'
Initially, the Business Assistant will focus on solving routine,
information processing problems fac,ing the typical office worker
(particularly the secretary). Much of the user's interaction with
information will be through business forms emulated on the screen and used
for making queries and generating reports., Although users will be able to
create and modify their own forms, the system will be provided with several
examples which will constitute "mini-applications." 'Many of these will be
grouped around the different forms and reports used by the various
departments in an organization.
The Business Assistant, by focusing on routine secretarial information
processing, will initially complement Apple Ill's emphasis on analytical
problem-solving for managers. However, extensions to the Business
Assistant should eventually replace the need for Apple III in general
management applications. Ultimately, LISA is expected to replace most of
the need for conventional business programming languages.
The major subsystems of the Business Assistant are outlined briefly below.
Additional information will be provided in future software MRDs.
6.18.3

VISICABINET

Successful implementation of the software plan hinges on the development of
VisiCabinet. (Note: "VisiCabinet" is not a product name; it is simply
Marketing's term for a system that would merge Visicalc entirely into the
curr~nt "File Cabinet" concepts.
It would be a generalized, integrated
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system that provides a uniform method of creating forms, making queries
into data files, generating reports, performing "Visicalc"
electronic-blackboard style calculations, and ultimately replacing
programming languages as the primary tool for the development of
applications.)

.
,
VisiCabinet will combine Visicalc capabilities with a query processor,
forms generator, and report generator. The rationale goes as follows:

1. The existing File Cabinet concept utilizes forms, reports, and
queries against a data base. A logical extension of these features is
the provision for allowing a field in a form or report to be
"calculated" based on a formula using operations and possibly data
from other fields.
2. Visicalc has only one form, whirh is essentially an "electronic
blackboard". However, most users develop templates, or "forms", with
defined fields and descriptions. Most fields in a Visicalc form are
calculated based on a formula using operations and numbers from other
fields. A logical extension of these features would allow a user to
make a query against a data base from within a Visicalc form.
3. Theoretically, these two products are moving toward each other in
capabilities, 'and Visicalc could be provided as a special "form"
within the general concept of the File Cabinet. This would provide
one tool of incredible power with only one straightforward user
interface based on the concept of forms.
This product must meet the following objectives:
1. Provide extremely simple user-interface based on "forms" that
appear on the screen j~st as they are in reality (i.e., black ink on
white paper with shaded areas, as illustrated in Figure Five, a form
printed by an H-P thermal printer). This interface will be the same
for data and numbers and will provide a convenient and unified way to
query, update, define, and control a data base.
2. Permit unsophisticated users to learn to do routine tasks with
less than two hours of instruction.
3. Support "real" applications development within two years of
introduction.
4. Easily permit custom reports and report modifications to be made
by the user of a VisiCabinet-based application.
5.

Allow casual query using the data maintained by an application.

6. Allow the easy creation of personalized "mini-applications" such
as an address book or mail list by casual users at first release.
7. Provide full Apple III Visicalc features but be easier to use and
fully integrated with query capability_
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1 .00 .000

8. Contain data manipulation language with rich set of commands to
permit a variety of queries that can obtain data from one or more
relations.
I

9. Interface with all other Business Assistant subsystems at a very
high level.
6.18.4

WORD PROCESSOR

Most of marketing's requirements have already been incorporated into the
design plans for the word processor and therefore will not be repeated.
The following items are the more important features that need to be
provided (Some of these can be second release items):
1.

"What you see is what you get" -

including pagination

2. Typing mode -- this feature would allow a user to type on the
keyboard and have each keystroke printed immediately on a local
printer. This would permit the typing of labels, envelopes, and short
memos that are ordinarily difficult, or not done on word processors
let's really try to make typewriter obsolete!
3. A first-time user will be able to prepare and print a business
letter after only fifteen minutes of instruction
4.

Multiple fonts

5.

Use of graphics to improve user interface

6.

Printer control from the keyboard

7.

Print one document while editing another

8.

Glossary/Abbreviations

9. Ability to automatically generate (from within the word processor)
form letters and other documents incorporating data from a data base
10.

Ability to create standard "fill-in" templates and forms

11.

Proportional spacing on the display and printed

12.

True wordwrap

13.

Windows

14.

Columns

15.

Ruler/Quadding
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16.

Superscripts/subscripts

17.

Table of contents/index generation

18.

Automatic leader dots

19.

Capability to detect misspellings

20. Ability to scan a document on the screen or hard copy
highlighting the text that has changed since the last revision
21.

Ability to incorporate graphics into text files

22.

Footnotes, page-numbering, and formatting ,options
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6.18.5

GRAPHICS EDITOR

At first release, this product must be able to create simple lines, shapes,
and grey scales to assist in forms creation and simple charts. As it
evolves, the graphics editor will provide the same features, ease of use,
and generality of the Xerox Alto "Draw", "Markup", "Smalltalk" , and similar
graphics programs (a sample of a Xerox Alto printout is shown in Figure
Six). This capability will be used for more elaborate forms,
organizational charts, diagrams, flow charts, figures, and simple drawing.
The use of hard keys on the main keyboard for graphics editing should be
"upward compatible" with the pointing device discussed in Section 6.9.
It should be possible to freely add graphics content to both forms and
documents. On output, all subsystems should have a user-selectable
printing parameter that specifies whether or not the printer is to print
(1) graphics AND data content; or (2) just the data content. This allows
users the choice, for example, of having preprinted forms or having a
thermal or inkjet printer actually create the form on output.
6.18.6

BUSINESS GRAPHICS

Business Graphics, similar in concept to the Apple Plot product, are
required within six to nine months of introduction. This package will
interface with data created by VisiCabinet, and allow output graphics to be
mixed with text in documents, forms, and reports. A sample of this type of
graph is shown in Figure Seven.
The following types of graphics will be required:
0

Pie charts

0

Bar graphs

0

Line graphs

0

Scatter charts

0

Polar coordinates

0

Log and semilog scaling

0

Three-dimensional cartesian coordinates

0

Three-dimensional perspective

o

Fitting of regression lines

o

Creation of growth-share matrices

o

Various grey scales and shading options
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GRAPHICS GENERATED BY XEROX ALTO

(EXAMPLE OF MIXING TEXT AND GRAPHICS ON ONE PAGE)

6.6

Examples of Controller Operation

215

,
Microcode
Microprogramlr-_ _ _~ ... Do
counter ...
· ----Stack E~m;;'l

Enddo

(a) .

(b)

... Do

Enddo

(c)

Fig. 6.16

operation
(a) Befon
the Do in
(b) Execl
loop. (c)
of the Do
condition
Do loop'
is true.

(d)

multiplication is particularly easy to perform if the segment length is a power of 2,
because then we have only to shift the 4-bit opcode value of the appropriate
"number of places to the left.
A problem with the ·above method of field dispatching is that the microcode
segments have to be evenly sp~ced in the microcode, preferably by a power of 2.
In practice, segments are seldom of the same length. Even if they were of the same

Figure Six
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SAMPLE OF BUSINESS GRAPHICS

(EXAMPLE OF MIXING TEXT AND GRAPHICS ON ONE PAGE)

FIGURE 13
U.S. PERSONAL COMPUTER MARKET FOR VERY SMALL BUSINESSES
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6.18.7

PERSONAL APPLICATIONS

In addition to the mainstream subsystems, LISA will provide several
·"personal desktop" tools to enhance routine information processing in the
office. The functions provided are as follows:
1. Calcu~ator -- This module will have functions very similar to the
TI 5040 electronic calculator. It will permit simple arithmetic
functions and insert commas and decimals automatically into numbers.
The system . . s speaker will be programmed to provide optional audio
feedback. The display will emulate a strip of white calculator paper
feeding upwards as if out of a calculator. Ultimately, the system
will emulate, via softkeys, functions found on the various industry
oriented calculators, such as finance, statistics, scientific,
engineerin~, etc.
2. Directory and Auto Dialer -- When using the directory, the system
will provide the user with a form that allows the user to select which
field is to be searched. The generic search will find the desired
choice or list the possible candidates. After the proper choice is
made, dialing will occur, automatically determining whether to use
touchtone or pulse dial. The system will have a redial option if the
number dialed is busy or has no answer. The design will minimize
keystrokes and provide for expansion capabilities to simulate the tone
signals necessa'sry to activate the PABX functions that can be found on
a Dimension system.
3. Calendar/Appointment book -- A form will be used for the calendar
scheduler that permits the user to see a day planner appear on the
screen. The following entries will be made on the system just as you
would in your dayplanner:
0

. The reason for the meeting

0

Where the meeting will be held

0

Who called it

0

Classification (for billing)

0

What preparation is necessary

0

Any additional comments

The system will be able to provide audio or visual signals to remind
the user of impending appointments. In addition, multiple alarms and
a stopwatch will be available. Every month, the user would store a
record of the previous month and print a report of the month . . s
activities, which might eventually be tied to a client billing or time
allocation application.
At the time networking becomes available, the system will be able to
help schedule meetings for up to 20 people. This would occur by
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accessing public files stored on the File Server. In order to
maintain privacy, calendar information stored in this fashion would
note only whether or not a particular time slot is open.
4. Tickler File/Note Pad -- The tickler file will allow the user to
create an:d save. "Things to do" lists, notes, and reminders. This
function will be integrated with the calendar system so that
appointments and meetings are automatically added to the tickler file.
A simple mechanism for priority ranking will be provided.
5. Clock -- By depressing a softkey, the system will provide clock
faces and/or digital displays showing times for New York, London,
Tokyo, and Cupertino -- or any other locations selected by the user.
The key attribute of this function is that it should be as
user-definable and personalizable as possible.
6. In-basket/Out-basket -- This function will permit the sending of
messages to other points via Applenet, TWX, TELEX, FAX, or some other
communication alternative. The receipt of messages on LISA will occur
using the same communication channels. An icon will appear on the
screen to inform the user that a message is waiting. Standard fill-in
forms should be available (similar to memo pads) to assist in sending
notes, mail, or route lists. These forms should cover TO, FROM, etc.
but also various action options such as "for your information,"
"review and file," "read and return to me," "please reply and copy
me," and so on.
6.18.8

ACCOUNTING APPLICATIONS

As the File Cabinet (VisiCabinet) evolves, it will become an outstanding
vehicle for the development of accounting applications. It will be more
powerful and easier to learn to use than a programming language, and will
be highly integrated with the other Business Assistant subsystems. During
1981, marketing will define requirements for the following applications to
be developed in 1982 and beyond:
1.

Client/Time Billing

2.

Inventory Management

3.

Order Entry/Purchasing

4.

Billing/Accounts Receivable/PaS Processfng

5.

Accounts Payable

6.

General Ledger

7.

Medical Forms and Billing

8.

Payroll
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6.18.9

OUTSIDE SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT

Outside software can give us an opportunity to sell into secondary markets
without a great deal of effort. Five primary methods will be used to
encourage this process:
I

1. Bootstrap (i.e., steal!) as much as possible off software that has
been developed for Apple III
2.

Freely acquire or contract for additional software

3. Provide a "Catalogue" type vehicle for positioning and
distribution of this "second class" software
4. Encourage software houses to independently develop and market
applications for these specific market areas
5. Actively solicit and encourage OEMs who are interested in the
secondary markets
For LISA, these low priority markets and some appropriate catalogue
products are:
1.

2.

Scientific and Industrial
o

FORTRAN Compiler

o

Instrument control software

o

Apple III stat/science' algorithms

o

Real Time Operating System

Education
o Apple III Pascal (may be able to ship this well before the
68000 compiler is a "product")

3.

o

PILOT

o

BASIC Interpreter

Analytical Professionals (secondary market through 1982)
o

Apple III math/stat algorithms

o

Apple III Visicalc

4. Business Accounting (secondary market through 1981)
o

Apple III Pascal-based "Controller II"

o

COBOL Compiler
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Whatever "catalogue" software is acquired must pass inspection within
the Software Acquisition group, but need not meet Apple standards as
far as the user interface and documentation are concerned.
In most ~ases, this software provides added functions for LISA owners
who cannot "wait until 1983 to run their general ledger." In some
cases, we will deliberately obsolete catalogue products with our own
offerings; in other cases (e.g., COBOL) acquired software may be
upgraded by Apple to provide a greater degree of integration with the
LISA system.
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6.19

COMPATIBILITY

Due to the inevitable coexistence of Apple Ill's and LISAs in dealerships.
OEMs, and office networks, it is highly attractive to have as much
compatibility a~ is practical given the other functional objectives for the
product line. ~t a minimum. the two product lines should share a common
set of data types (and ultimately, a common arithmetic package conforming
to IEEE floating point standards), provide file conversion utilities. and
support both Applenet and a compatible Pascal. In addition, it is
extremely attractive to have common files and access methods. Any
additional compatibility is highly attractive INSOFAR AS IT DOES NOT
REQUIRE THE PROVISIONS OF SUBOPTIMAL APPLE III FEATURES ON LISA, OR
SERIOUSLY HINDER LISA FROM ACHIEVING ITS OTHER FUNCTIONAL OBJECTIVES. In
any case, there should be no differences between the two products that are
not directly attributable to critical market needs for more capability.
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7

PUBLICATIONS

The long-term goal for publications is to provide state-of-the-art
"interactive manuals" that can provide on-line instruction for LISA
software.
The manuals should be easy to use and informative so that on-site training
is not required and support requirements are kept to a minimum.
The absolutely essential manuals necessary for product introduction are as
follows:
1. Owner's Manual -- provides information on installation, operation,
and maintenance of the system.
2.

Word Processor Manual

3. Problem Analysis Guide -- this guide should provide the user with
information on use of the diagnostics diskette and procedures that
should be followed to determine which modules of a malfunctioning
system are failing (see section 9.3 on system diagnosis).
This minimum set of manuals will make LISA "shippable".
Completion of the following manuals are expected to coincide with the
introduction of the respective software products:
1. Business Assistant Introductory Guide -- describes the integrated
nature and component parts of the Business Assistant and provides
information and examples of t'he creation of forms, output reports, and
query by example.
2.

Operating System Reference Manual

3.

Pascal Reference Manual

4.

Reference Manuals for various peripherals

The development of all these manuals should occur in parallel with the
development of the software. The manuals should be extensively Beta tested
to insure that both the system and manuals can be used to train the
uninitiated customer.
The use of interactive manuals is encouraged for all tutorial manuals
(Business Assistant, Word Processor, File Cabinet, etc.), however, the
development of all of them is not required at first release. The
interactive manuals should take advantage of LISA's graphics to provide a
friendly and easy way to learn about LISA.
In its simplest form, an interactive manual should provide menus with
alternative manuals from which to choose. By following the menus, the user
would arrive at the specific area of interest. The system should be able
to ascertain the users's level of experience and present the appropriate
level of explanation. The interactive manual should also provide query
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and/or key word search capabilities for quick reference.
There will be one interactive manual provided at introduction which will
introduce the user to LISA, complete it's installation, and teach the user
use of the pointing device and other important facets of the user
interface. In:particular this manual will teach:
1.

SET-UP procedure and features

2.

How to use the pointing device

3.

User interface features, use of windows, the cursor, etc.

4.

Desktop tools concepts

5.

Examples of system use

6.

Diagnostics and service procedures

7.

Description of other features
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8

MANUFACTURING

LISA will be a high volume (greater than 20,000 units per year) product.
The usual precautions to insure ease of production, testing, and
procurement should be followed.
Components mu~t be truly second sourced and in current production at the
time of design (except the Motorola 68000 microprocessor). Components must
be qualified before use in designs to insure vendor's ability to supply
required quantities (especially ROMs and RAMs).
The marketing forecast (see Product Contributions and Table 1) indicates
the required manufacturing volume ramp during the first 2 years of
production.
It is essential that the LISA manufacturing and documentation package be
very clean and "self-contained" to allow relocation of manufacturing or
easy start-up of remote manufacturing facilities.
Ample test points must be· provided to allow complete functional testing and
nodal testing sufficient to isolate single I.C. failures by relatively
unskilled production technicians.
Systems should be checked prior to shipment to minimize the time that the
sales outlet must spend readying systems. Currently for the Apple II, 33%
of the systems received at the dealer locations are dead-on-arrival. Th~
reason for these inoperable systems is split evenly between missing parts,
loose connections, and malfunctioning components. The dealer time spent on
readying systems is excessive and therefore adequate testing and burn-in
should be done to minimize the number of LISAs which are D.O.A.
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9

9.1

SERVICE/SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
HOTLINE

Lisa should be ~esigned so that on-site support people are not required and
that a suitably staffed hotline is sufficient.
9.2

INSTALLATION

The system will be designed to be installed by the user, without any tools.
I/O modules should installable with a screw driver as the only required
tool.
9.3

DIAGNOSIS

Included with the system will be diagnostic software and a Problem Analysis
Guide (The combination of which will be referred to as PAG) that the user
can follow to determine the cause of a system malfunction. This guide will
be packaged with LISA and be easily followed by the uninitiated. Following
the PAG will not only insure that there is a legitimate system problem, but
will indicate which Field Replaceable UnIT (FRUIT) is failing. The guide
should be self-explanatory and not require any additional training.
Questions regarding its use should be handled by the Level 1 Service
Center.
In addition, the system will be designed so that a non-technical person
can, using the PAG, replace a FRUIT in the field, with only the use of a
screwdriver (i.e. no probe, scope, soldering iron should be necessary).
This non-technical person might be a key person at the account who has
spare modules in inventory, or a delivery person from the local outlet who
carries an entire FRUIT inventory. Regardless of who replaces the FRUIT it
should be simple and the training necessary for becoming a Level 1 Service
Center should take no more than one half day. Level 1 Service Centers
should maintain sufficient parts inventory to provide same-day service in
most cases.
9.4

SERVICE DESIGN

The design for LISA should minimize failures and permit the user to easily
service the machine. Servicing the system should be friendly, safe, and
simple. 80% to 90% of the system failures should be serviced by using the
PAG and having the failing FRUIT replaced. The MTTR (Mean Time To Repair)
should be one-half hour (it should take no more than 15 minutes to diagnose
the failing FRUIT and no more than 15 minutes to replace it) and the MTBF
(Mean Time Between Failures) should be two years.
The spare parts kit that the Level 1 Service Center carries should include
a complete set of FRUITs and duplicates of those FRUITs which have a high
liklihood of failure (based on Engineering's analysis and projections).
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The other 10% to 20% of failures will require that the entire unit be
replaced by the local Level 1 Service Center.
The system should have a modular design with all modules being less than 15
pounds except ;for the shell that houses the CRT and system components. This
will allow mos't people the ability to replace a FRUIT with little
difficulty, and while the CRT module is heavier, it should have the lowest
failure rate.
A service cost goal of 5% per year of the retail price is desired, assuming
this is profitable.
9.5

LEVEL 2 SERVICE

The Level 2 Service Center is responsible for servicing any FRUIT or system
that the Level 1 Service Center cannot repair. Turnaround time on repairs
must be fast enough to help support the goal of same-day-service by the
Level 1 Service Center.
For all system failures that could not be diagnosed using the PAG because
it was an intermittantor a combined hardware/software problem, a
functioning system should be returned to the Level 1 Service Center and the·
malfunctioning system should be analyzed, with the findings documented and
distributed to all service centers.
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SALES AND DISTRIBUTION

While the current distribution channels have penetrated the business market
with Apple II's, it is unclear that individuals in medium to large size
corporations will go to our retail sfores to buy a $5,000 LISA on their
own~ In most ca~es, the company will be buying the system and that will
more than likely require a visit from a salesman to get the sale. In fact,
only 19% of curent Apple II business users work in corporations that employ
more than 100 people.
It is because of this concern that other methods of distribution are under
consideration. While distribution channels will be developed for Apple III
to reach the office and professional markets, and LISA will use and benefit
from these channels, there continues to be an examination of how best to
approach small, medium and large corporations. A variety of methods are
being evaluated based on the following distribution objectives:
1. Develop channels that will allow Apple to meet sales and profit
objectives
2.

Insure a high degree of control over the point of purchase

3. Establish a high quality and professional service and support
capability
4.

Permit for rapid expansion

5.

Keep sales costs low

Regardless of the type of distribution channel that is used for LISA, it is
imperative that the sales outlet provide space for the following:
1~

Demonstrations

2.

Seminars

3.

Service

4.

Training

5.

Displays

6.

Salespeople

7.

Closing rooms

The facility should provide an ambiance of professionalism through the
interior design, the dress of the employees, the service they receive in
the store, and the type of applications it carries.
The facility can't try to be all things to all people. IT SHOULD ONLY BE A
PLACE FOR BUSINESS PEOPLE TO GO TO RECEIVE EXPERT ADVICE ON OFFICE
APPLICATIONS AND HARDWARE.
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While we are planning in advance what the distribution channel requirements
are, we can't establish the distribution channel until we have a product.
To date, it appears that there are several ways to sell LISAs. The
following APPEARS to be the BEST method of reaching these markets, however,
market research is planned to confirm or change these beliefs:
MEDIUM SIZE COMPANIES
This group will best be reached by outlets
who maintain the "spirit of retailing" (i.e., very low sales cost and
. no cold calls), and have facilities for seminars and private
demonstrations. Customers are brought in through advertised seminars
and by salesmen who calIon qualified leads in the field.
FORTUNE 1500 --While this group will have similar requirements to the
medium size companies, the most probable method of approaching it will
be a KEY ACCOUNT sales program. This group of high level salesmen will
calIon the highest levels of an organization and work on large
purchase orders. These salesmen will attempt to get commitments for
certain volumes and configurations. For the company, an Apple
Corporate Buy Program is one way that an organization can attempt to
maintain control and standardization over the -buying habits of its
many employees. A likely interim strategy would be to arrange for a
key OEM to sell to the top 1500 named accounts. This approach may be
necessary to boost sales until a captive key account sales force can
be set up. Prominent candidates are firms like Kodak, 3M, Xerox, A.
B. Dick, and Moore Business Systems.
S~~L SIZE COMPANIES -- The smaller firms will probably best be served
by the top 35% of our existing dealers, whose professionalism and
business orientation is improving.
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INTERNATIONAL MARKETING ISSUES

We anticipate 40-50% of our sales to be overseas. To sell to each of these
countries, LISA must satisfy the unique requirements of each country.
These specific: requirements still need to be determined for each country
and fall into the ,following categories:
1. Character set/keyboard-- The system should insure that any foreign
keyboard (i.e. key caps are foreign) with the appropriate software
character set, can run on any LISA without any hardware modifications
(i.e. keyboards should be completely exchangeable, be independent of
the hardware, and be software driven). This will insure that
providing the proper keyboard and character set software is
suffficient to meet each country's needs. LISA's bit map display
should allow the flexibility, ,after determining the best' character
set, designing the keyboard, and' properly capping the keys, to produce
output on the screen for ANY language.
2. Communications requirements-- In many countries, a license is
required for modems. An examination is necessary to determine a) what
are the standards, b) how difficult are they to meet, and c) whether
an integrated modem that does not meet the standards has'to be removed
or just be made inaccessable.
3.

Translation of manuals/softkeys/displays is needed.

4. The communication input medium between LISA and, the user should be
able to perform its function in the user's language
5. The communication output medium between LISA and the user should
be able to perform its function in the user's language
6. Power/Electrical compatability-- Besides the obvious 100V, 110V,
and 220V power requirements, there is the additional concern regarding
whether the machine can be plugged into the country's wall outlet.
The power cord needs to be checked against local specifications, color
codes, and required approvals.
The priority, by language, for which to provide compatibility is determined
by the ease of conversion and the potential market size. The development
of LISA for these countries should not impact the scheduled introduction in
the U.S. The planned introduction in the U.K., Germany, and France should
occur within six months of the domestic introduction, with Japan occuring
within 12 months. What follows are the languages in order of priority:
1. English- While the character set is easily modified to U.K.
standards by the addition of the Pound sign, the other questions still
remain.
2.

German

3.

French-

In the French language, each of the vowels can be
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accented with one of three different overstrike symbols. In France
they are used to creating accented characters by means of an
overstrike. What needs to be examined is the feasibility of this vs.
developing special character keys on the keyboard for these symbols.
4.

Japan~se-

Known requirements are:

o Kata Kana keyboard with some additional Kanji symbols (yet to
be determined)
o

100V + or - 10%

o

1 year warranty

o

Licensing of modems

o

2 prong power cord plug

5.

Chinese

6.

Swedish

7.

Italian

8.

Spanish

9.

Dutch/Flemish

10. Arabic
11. Russain
12. Greek
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LONG-TElUl PRODUCT AND MARKET OVERVIEW

It is anticipated that within two years after initial release the product
line will be augmented with at least two new models. One model would
simply be a cost-reduction aimed at eventually offering the same LISA
features for roughly half the origional cost. A potential variation would
allow one floppy ,disk to be replaced by a 5 megabyte 5" Winchester disk or
two megabytes of bubble memory.
The second major new model would involve repackaging the unit so as to
allow for a full page display and to split the disk drives off so they
could be treated as an option. Then a special keyboard will be provided so
that ~xecutives, for example, could just have the display with electronics
and a "command console" keypad, also at lower cost. An additional package
will be required eventually for the File Server (shared hard disk
facility). Initially, the need for this product can be met by dedicating
an actual LISA to controlling access to ,a hard disk. Eventually, however,
it may be attractive and cost effective to package the hard disk, backup
device, and LISA electronics into one box.
12.1

TECHNOLOGY OUTLOOK

If LISA is to become the office system of the 80's several technologies
must be accessible to the LISA user. In particular:
1.

Facsimile

2.

Xerographic laser printing,

3.

Ink-jet printing

4.

Microfilm or microfiche

s.

Optical Character Readers

6.

Private Automatic Branch Exchange (PABX)

7.

Photocomposers

Figure Eight is an illustration of how these different pieces of equipment
interelate to each other in the office environment. Figure Eight also
illustrates the primary information handling functions of the office:
1.

Input (I)

2.

Processing (P)

3.

Storage (S)

4.

Output (0)

s.

Distribution (D)
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We would like to kill a myth which appears in much of the literature on the
office of the future. The common model is a highly integrated set of
facilities with no duplicate functional mediums (e.g., Fax replaced by
electronic mail). There are two problems with this view. First,
transition tak~s a great deal of time and the variety of devices and
techniques will be here for a while. This is especially motivated by
suppliers who want to stay in business! Second, the range of services
required are so broad that no one supplier could provide them all (not even
IBM,~ yet).
.
What the office of the future will be during the 1980's is a collection of
office equipment which can COMMUNICATE! Our flexibility in creating
software and hardware to communicate with the various devices will
determine our ultimate success.
Table Two may better relate the technologies which will effect LISA in the
office environment.
The LISA system must provide "hooks" into each of the five office functions
(IPSOD) and to each of the above technologies to be truly useful. The
following paragraphs will attempt to briefly describe supporting
technologies of LISA (or, maybe technologies supported by LISA!).
12.2

FACSIMILE

Facsimile is actually a very old technology which has enjoyed a new burst
of application in the 1970's. Facsimile machines provide a very
inexpensive means of transferring graphics and text information over a
phone line. LISA must be able to take advantage of facsimile as an
inexpensive remote printing device with text and graphics capability. LISA
should also be able to accept input from a facsimile machine; digitize it,
store it, display it on request, and retransmit it. It is not expected
that facsimile will be used as a data capture device for text due to the
problems of pattern recognition, however, we should be prepared to supply
this function within five years.
12.3

PRINTING

In addition to conventional printing technologies (e.g., matrix, daisy
wheel impact, and thermal) several new printing technologies must be
accessable to the LISA user. It is not clear in the long run which of two
printing technologies; xerographic laser printing and ink jet, will become
dominant in the late 1980's. Xerographic techniques offer high speed and
can be integrated with the standard dry paper office copier. Ink jet
provides a lower cost, lower speed and the print quality can be better than
xerography.
There are several electronic xerographic printers on the market today;
Xerox 1200 and 9700, IBM 6670 and 3800, as well as several lower cost units
from Canon and Japan Inc. At least three major laser printer announcements
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FUTURE OFFICE TECHNOLOGIES

Device

-I

Facsimile

X

-P

-S

-0

-D

Availabilit~

X

X

1981

Xerographic Laser Printer

X

X

1983

Ink Jet Printer

X

Microfilm

1983

X

Optical Character Reader

X

Personal Telephone

X

1984

Telephone Switching & PABX
Photocomposer
I

Nagnetic Disc

II

Conventional Printer

I

1981

X

1984
1982
1980

X

1980

X

1980

X

X

X

Incremental Plotter
LISA

X

X

Video Tape Recorder
TWX & Telex & Mailgram

1983

X
X

1980
1981
1980

Table Two
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are expected this year. The LISA system must be capable of ~reating data
in formats compatable with these printers and be capable of transmitting
data directly to these printers. As this market matures it will be easy to
identify one or two suppliers which we must be compatable with. All the
systems available today provide a high speed synchronous communications
interface suppo*ting IBM Bi-sync. protocol. The Xerox Ethernet and IBM's
SNA loop will become primary contenders for equipment connection in the
next five years. These laser printers have full graphics and multiple-font
capabilities that make a LISA product exciting in the office!
The most significant ink jet printer on the market today is the IBM 6640.
This printer provides relatively high speed multiple-font text that
competes with a Selectric. This printer is accessible via a synchronous
line using IBM Bi-sync. communications. It is not currently clear if and
how we should support this device. IBM has developed a common language for
communicating with it's 6670 t 6640 and daisy wheel printers. This
"language" consists of embedded commands in text files which direct the
operation of printers (e.g. t font change t pitch change t print-time margins,
etc.). It appears critical that the LISA Word Processor and Report
Generator explicity or implicitly support this command structure since it
is rapidly becoming a "standard".
It is advisable for the long term success of LISA that Apple be able to
offer a proprietary ink jet or xerographic laser printer.
12.4

MICROFILM

Microfilm and microfiche will becom~ very important in the 1980's as a
powerful data storage medium for computers. The majority of business
documents must be saved for relatively long periods of time. Microfilm is
a natural medium for this since it is permanent and if the proper format
and character set is used can be read by both humans and computers. At
present there are several devices on the market which provide automated
retrieval and printing of large microfilm files.
The exact relationship between microfilm and LISA is not clear at this time
but it is safe to say that within five years we must be able to communicate
with microfilm equipment from Kodak and other vendors. The first step will
be to interface to Computer Output on Microfilm or CO~I printing systems.
The second step will be to interface to microfilm retrieval and storage
systems. Here we would request a document t digitize it, and display the
document on LISA. The document might be edited to produce a new document,
text may be extracted t or an entire year of documents might be scanned to
produce a historical reprot of business activity. Once again most COM
systems provide a synchronous interface using IBM's Bi-sync.
12.5

OCR

Optical Character Recognition devices transform typed documents into ASCII
via optical scanning and pattern recognition. Most OCR systems require
text to be typed on a Selectric typewriter with very strict margin and
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format requirments. Even with these restrictions OCR is becomming widely
used in offices which have a centralized WP facility. Most OCR devices
transmit asynchronous ASCII over RS232 or current loop. OCR essentially
turns every Selectric typwriter into an input device. In the larger
co~panies this. is an important facility which we must support on LISA.
IBM's text processing command language is also supported on their OCR
readers. We do not need to offer our own OCR device but significant cost
reductions are possible over available units. This is an important
offering to the large company.
12.6

TELEPHONES & PABX

An entire document could be written on recent advances and opportunities in
the PABX area, and marketing will hopefully write the document soon! Even
in small companies (greater than 30 employees) some form of PABX is
essential. Datapoint is currently the leader in integrating "personalized
computers" and the telephone. Their Integrated Electronic Office is an
excellent example of the possibilities. Within five years (probably three)
LISA must offer the ability to completely replace the desk telephone on
desks which have LISAs and must be able to control the phones on desks
which do not have LISAs. Apple must plan its activity in this area
carefully since we do not want to replace too much of the phone system.
The service and regulation responsibilities are large.
We should be able to fully integrate the telephone handset and dialer into
LISA. We should also provide interfaces to private switching equipment for
call recording, call routing, and other services similar to the Bell
System's Dimension system.
12.7

TWX, TELEX, & ELECTRONIC MAIL

Three services which are closely related to the phone are Telex, TWX, and
Mailgram. LISA must be able to access all three services to transmit and
recieve "electronic mail" (a new name for a service originally provided in
the late 1800's by Western Union!). This will require special software to
simulate protocols and some special hardware (e.g., current loop line
interfaces). In the larger companies with networked LISAs we can
completely replace TWX, Telex, and other such equipment. In the smaller
company we could replace such equipment but this implies' special software
and reliability features (you can't miss a TWX message). Several other
major vendors are offering electronic mail systems including ITT and soon
the phone companies. We must interface to these services.
12.8

PHOTOTYPESETTING

Photocomposers are devices which transform digital text into camera ready
copy suitable for input to one of many printing processes. A variety of
machines and internal techniques are available although most machines
present a simple interface to the outside world (usually RS232 or 8-bit
parallel). The demand for typeset quality printed material even for one
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page office documents is increasing dramatically. The cost of
photocomposition equipment has been dropping steadily but very slowly in
the past 10 years. The advent of high quality ink jet and laser xerography
will force prices to drop substaintially in the next five years.
It is important that documents produced by LISA including text, reports,
and 'forms can b~ submitted to a photocomposer. Most photocomposers use a
simple scheme of embedded commands in the text to control formatting, font~
and other printing parameters. Unfortunately there are few standards but
the task is simple. Marketing must further study this area to determine
the appropriate devices to support.
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PRODUCT LINE TIMETABLE

Product introductions have been grouped into four time periods:
1.

Introduction ("first release")

2.

Within 6 months of introduction

3.

Within 12 months of introduction

4.

One year from introduction and beyond

It is assumed that introduction will occur sometime in the first quarter of
1981.
Also please note that this is a list of PRODUCTS that must be documented,
tested, and be sold to customers. The list does not consider how quickly
these items need to be available for internal use.
The following products are required for introduction:
1.

Minimum LISA hardware configuration

2.

Pointing device

3.

Letter quality printer

4.

Winchester disk

5.

Winchester back up device

6.

Thermal dot matrix printer

7.

High speed impact printer

8.

External minifloppies

9.

Applenet running internally at Apple

10.

Asynchronous Terminal Emulator

'11.

VISICABINET release I

{2.

Word Processor release I

-13.

Basic Calculator

-14.

Directory/Auto dialer

15.

Calendar/Appointment book

16.

Tickler/Note pad/Clock
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17.

Graphics Editor release I

18.

Appropriate manuals and introductory interactive manual

The following products must be provided within six months of introduction:

1.

Applenet

2.

Lower cost-higher density Winchester

3.

High speed non-thermal dot printer

4.

ECC Memory module option

5.

TWX/TELEX

6.

Facsimile support

~.

Operating system

·S.

Program development tools

·9.

VISICABINET release II

·10. Word Processor release II
-II. Business graphics

--12. Network meeting scheduler
-13. IN/OUT basket
14. All appropriate manuals
The following products should be provided within one year of introduction:
1.

High speed modem

2.

Color display option

3.

20MB Winchester

4.

Integrated Winchester 5-1/4"

5.

ITT Electronic mail

6.

IBM 3270 Emulation

7.

VISICABINET release III

8.

Word Processor release III

9.

Graphics Editor release II
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10. Extended Calcultor algorithms
11. COBOL
12. FORTRAN
13. BASIC
14. Catalogue products (see 6.18.4)
15. All appropriate manuals
The following products do not need to be provided until one year or more
after introduction:
1.

External black & white monitor

2.

Full page display LISA

3.

Executive keyboard

4.

IBM 3780 Emulation

5.

Bit protocol support

6.

High speed network (Ethernet?)

7.

GPIB interface

8.

Client time billing

9.

Inventory

10. Order Entry
11. Purchasing
12. Billing, AIR, POS

13. Alp

14. GIL
15. Medical forms and billing
16. Payroll
17. Japanese keyboard
18. Xerographic laser printing
19. COM support
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20. OCR support
21. Phototypesetter support
22~

File servei package

23. IEEE floating point processor board
24. Power supply battery backup
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COMPETITIVE PRODUCTS
I

The following profiles are of known products that offer capabilities that
are similar to those of LISA. Specifically, each of the following small
systems offer either (1) both word and data processing, or (2) electronic
mail or other ,"integrated office" capabilities. The products discussed
range from inexpensive units with lower performance and poor software
(TRS-80 Model II).to higher performance, ' higher cost units (Perq). Where
possible, a 64K dual disk system with display and keyboard (but no printer)
is assumed.
RADIO SHACK TRS-80 MODEL II -- $6,200
The Model II is a 64K, Z-80 based machine with dual 500KB floppy disks
and a detachable keyboard. The hardware is acceptable and
attractively priced. However, the system software is poor. Mediocre
business accounting packages and word processing are available. The
product will do well in the CP/M and COBOL markets due to the low
price (XCP/M and COBOL are supported by the Z-80).
However, the
Model II will not be a significant factor in the office market because
of its poor software and lack of additional features.
DATAPOINT 1500 -- $6,600
Billed as a "dispersed data processor" for remote, single-user
environments, the 1500 is a 64K system with dual 500KB floppy disks.
Data entry, communications, and word processing software is available.
Datapoint does not emphasize sales to small firms except through OEMs.
The firm's major contribution is in large networks of shared resources
(the "Integrated Electronic Office"). The lEO capabilities include
DP, WP, communications, voice, and electronic mail. All resources in
the network (i.e., File Processors and printers) can be shared.
Datapoint will be a formidable competitor in the Fortune 1500 office
market.
DEC DATASYSTEM 408 -- $8,000
The advertised configuration of 32K with one 600KB floppy disk and
matrix printer sells for $8995 (The $8,000 figure above estimates the
cost of 64K with dual disks and no printer). DEC's very low end
continues to be PDP-8 based systems with poor performance. Business
accounting and WP software is available and is fair to good. DEC is
an outstanding competitor and will probably obsolete this product with
a similarly priced and higher performance unit based on the PDP-II in
1981.
CPT 8000 -- $8,990
The 8000 offers a full page black on white text display and two
built-in 250KB floppy disks. Good to excellent WP software is
available. The system is based on the Z-80 and supports CP/M (and
with it COBOL, BASIC, etc.) through an option called CompuPak. CPT
Corporation had sales of roughly $55 million in 1979 and is well
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positioned for rapid growth.
WANG WPS 5 MODEL I -- $10,000
The Model I is the low end of the Wang line and can be upgraded to any
level of Wang Office Information System. The configuration consists
of dual 250KB floppy disks and a Wang workstation. Good WP software
is included. Expansion opt'ions include BASIC, WP Glossary (phrase
storage), proportional space printing, global replace, and WP forms
management. Network capabilities include a local coaxial cable net
for up to four stations, electronic mail, shared hard disk, and an 18
page per minute Image Printer (i.e., intelligent copier). Wang is
aggressive and well positioned and will be a formidable competitor in
the office market.
IBM 5120

$11,500

The 5120 is essentially a repackaged 5110 and offers TRS-80
capabilities with an IBM logo (The primary difference is the greater
disk storage offered-- two floppy disks with a total of 2.4
Megabytes). The system is aimed at small business users and six
accounting applications are offered for $1440 each. IBH is a
distinctive competitor but does not appear to be interested in
competing on price. For this reason, the 5120 will probably expand
the total market and not significantly dampen the sales opportunities
of LISA.
CADO SYSTEM 20/IV -- $13,000
CADO's system does not match its advertised capabilities. The system
supports up to four terminals has two 600KB floppy disks as 'standard,
provides both WP and accounting packages, "multitasking", and offers a
"natural language" data base query feature called "Just Ask". In
actuality, some of the advertised packages are not available, and
others are hardware and software "kluges". The word processing
software is particularly difficult to use~ CADO will continue to sell
effectively in the low end of the multi-terminal small business
market, but will not have any noticeable impact on the office market.
IBM 5520

$13,000

The 5520 is IBM's first electronic mail system. The minimum
configuration has five workstations and a 128 Megabyte disk for
$65,000. Called the "Administrative System", the 5520 is primarily
used for document creation and distribution. Also included are
capabilities for form letters and document libraries. The electronic
mail features will not be available until mid-1981. The 5520 will be
a significant office product simply because it is IBM's. It will be
particularly popular with IBM's large mainframe customers.
XEROX 860 -- $15,400
The 860 is similar to the 850 except that software is downloaded into
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the machine (and is therefore easier to enhance)t BASIC. is offered,
and a coaxial cable network ("Ethernet") is provided. Ethernet allows
electronic mail and sharing of various peripherals including hard
disks t printers, intelligent copiers, OCR t and photo composers. The
860 also offers a full paget black on white text display. Although
Xerox is a; significant competitor and is going in the right direction,
it is believed that the 860 is an unreliable and expensive product at
present.
PERQ -- $19,500
The expensive Perq comes closest to the spirit of LISA-- and in many
ways exceeds it! The system offers a bit-slice processor that has a
32-bit segmented virtual addressing mechanism and directly executes
Pascal P-code (one million instructions per second), 256KB of main
memory, and a 12 Megabyte hard disk. The display is totally
bitmapped, black on white t with resolution of 768 x 1024. A touch
tablet is provided for cursor positioning on the full paget 60 Hz
refresh display. Up to 64 workstations can be interconnected on a
single coaxial cable ,and packets can be broadcast at 10 million bits
per second. The system supports async t bisync t SDLC and other
protocols. No wonder Perq costs $19 t 500!
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